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The best mobile experience!

Sliding Reels – an exciting high tempo bonus game 
Hot features include: Doubled winnings, Extra Freespins, Wild Symbols, Multipliers

Betting Strategies – innovative feature 
Select from several dynamic Betting Strategies to maximize game experience!

A powerful desktop presentation



The Lab might look like an ordinary 5 reel video slot at first glance. But 
once you get in to the action you’ll discover something else. Hit the Lab 
symbol and 2 extra reels turn up from nowhere and just keep spinning. 
Good for you since all winnings are doubled in free spins mode.

I am new to The Lab, so what should I look out for?

Crystal Molecules – high wins

There are many ways to win in The Lab. First you have the CRYSTAL MOLECULES, the premium 

symbols. They represent the beautiful and unique arrangements of molecules in a crystalline solid. 

The green crystal is the most valuable and the red is the most frequent. On a single line winning the 

green crystal can return 1000 times your bet and 2000 when you are in free spins mode. 

Elements – must haves

You can also win on combinations of 3 to 5 ELEMENT symbols. Gold (Au) and Platinum (Pt) 

represents the most valuable elements, which is also reflected in the pay table. Water (H2O) and 

Oxygen (O) are absolute crucial for our existence and pays out more frequently. 

Free spins

Another thing to look out for is the Lab symbol itself. If it hits position 2 on reel 2 you gain new ways 

to win the big prizes, entering into free spins mode where all winnings are doubled and the Lab 

symbol turns into WILD. This feature adds to the dynamic and entertaining game experience since 

your conditions are set in how the symbols are positioned around the Lab symbol. This makes every 

free spin session unique.

X Scatters

You are guaranteed a winning if you enter a free spins round. However, if you look for more there 

is still one chance. When you return from free spins or even when playing in normal mode you can 

double or quadruple your winning by hitting one or two X Scatters.

Does it sound complicated? Don’t worry. The Lab is a lean back experience and will do all the work 

for you. If you are an advanced player you can activate the Auto Play feature by keeping the Spin 

button pressed and select how many rounds you would like to play.



Are you looking for more action?

Many players change their bet size based on the outcome of previous 
gameplay. The Lab introduces a new way of playing casino games with 
the launch of BeTTing STraTegieS. A betting strategy is a predefined 
betting pattern that automatically changes the bet level depending on a 
set of rules. a player can change or turn off the betting strategy after any 
bet. Betting Strategies work well in combination with auto Play.

Jumper – raise on win

Bet level will increase after every winning round until reaching 4 levels above base level  

(e.g 10 times base level).

Bet level will be reset to base level after a losing round.

Leveller – raise on 5 concurrent losses

Bet level will increase 2 steps after 5 concurrent losing rounds. after another 5 loosing rounds  

the bet level will increase 2 more steps.

Bet level will be reset to base level after a winning round.

Booster – raise on loss

Bet level will increase one step after every losing round until reaching 4 levels above base level  

(e.g 10 times base level)

Bet level will be reset to base level after a winning round.

Betting 
StrategieS



Currencies

AUD Australian dollar

BGN Bulgarian lev

BRL Brasilian real

CAD Canadian dollar

CHF Swiss franc

CNY Chinese yuan renminbi

CZK Czech koruna

DKK Danish krone

EUR Euro

GBP Pound sterling

HKD Hong Kong dollar

HRK Croatian kuna

HUF Hungarian forint

IDR Indonesian rupiah

INR Indian rupee

JPY Japanese yen

KHR Cambodian Riel

KRW South Korean won

LTL Lithuanian litas

MXN Mexican peso

MYR Malaysian ringgit

NOK Norwegian krone

NZD New Zealand dollar

PHP Philippine peso

PLN Polish zloty

RON New Romanian leu 

RUB Russian rouble

SEK Swedish krona

SGD Singapore dollar

THB Thai baht

TRY Turkish lira

USD US dollar

VND Vietnamese Dong

ZAR South African rand

Game data

Return to player: 96,30%

Volatility: 4 of 5

Exposure: 3076 x bet

Max win: 276.000 EUR*

Bet levels: 0.01 - 6.00 EUR* 

per line in 12 levels

Number of lines: 15 (fixed)

*) or equivalent for other currencies

Languages

EN English  

FI Finnish

GE German

NO Norwegian 

PT Portugese 

ES Spanish 

SV Swedish

TH Thai 

TK Turkish 

VI Vietnamese  

ZH Chinese (simplified)

Technology

The Lab game is using state of the art web 

technologies including support for canvas and 

WebGL. The client detects the capabilities of 

the device regardless if the player is running on 

a desktop, tablet or mobile. The game client will 

then optimize the gaming experience based on 

those parameters.

  



References

International Year of Crystallography 

http://www.iycr2014.org

Wikipedia 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystallography 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_structure 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Fleming

ELK Studios

Mobile First!

ELK is a fresh casino game studio placed in the heart of 

Stockholm. We develop casino and lottery games with a focus 

on new devices. Currently all our games are developed for 

mobile first. Since our technicians have built them in a smart 

way all games are also available on desktop and tablets. 

All our games are developed and compiled in Sweden. We use 

well known test centers such as Nmi and Gaming Accociates 

to certify our games. All games are operated by partners or 

operators who hold the license in each market.

http://www.iycr2014.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystallography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_structure
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Fleming


Fun fact 1 

An accidental 
discovery
When Sir Alexander Fleming invented the penicillin 

1928, people still claim that he did it by accident. 

The story goes that he left the dish while going on 

vacation and upon his return he found out that 

the mold had destroy the staphylococci cultures 

around it. The rest is history.

Our game designer had a similar 

experience when he discovered The 

Lab’s free spins feature. There was a 

bench in the office landscape where he 

had put printouts of game screenshots. 

One day he stumbled over the bench 

and two glossy papers slide out over 

each other, just like the free spins 

feature in The Lab. That is what we call 

an accidental discovery.

Fun fact 2 

The Lab with it’s Elements and Crystal 

Molecules was developed 2014, which 

also is the UNESCO International Year of 

Crystallography. 

Wikipedia: “Crystallography is the science that 

examines the arrangement of atoms in solids. The 

word “crystallography” derives from the Greek 

words crystallon “cold drop, frozen drop”, with its 

meaning extending to all solids with some degree 

of transparency, and grapho “I write”.”

Crystals are everywhere. Scientists 

use crystallography to determine 

structures of molecules and atoms in 

solid materials when they for example 

develop new medicines, materials, 

pigment in colors and jewelry.
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Sales short 1

The Lab – action

The Lab downloads in a kick and takes you straight into the action. Hitting 

the Lab symbol triggers the free spin bonus game and many chances to 

win big.

Sales short 2

The Lab – with Betting Strategies

The Lab offers many chances to win big. If you are looking for extra 

action, activate one of the betting strategies, Jumper, Leveller, Booster 

that reflects your game mood.

Sales short 3

The Lab – with Betting Strategies

The Lab has 5 + 2 reels. It downloads in a kick and takes you straight 

into the action. The casino game offers 2 bonus reels, free spins and 

multipliers. Hitting the Lab symbol in the vortex triggers the free spin 

bonus game. If you are looking for extra action, activate a Betting Strategy 

that reflects your game mood and find many chances to win big. The Lab 

video slot has been optimized for a mobile experience but runs well on 

almost any device.
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Resources – graphics (1/3) 
Copyright 2014 ELK Studios AB

Start screen

Symbols n fonts

FX – Big win explosion



FX – Freespin start

FX – Spinning reels

FX – Bursts
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Vortex high Vortex low
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